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Abstract The continual appearance of new applications and their frequent updates emphasize the need for 
automatic signature generation. Although several automatic methods have been proposed, there are still limitations 
to their adoption in a real network environment in terms of automation, robustness, and elaboration. To address 
this issue, we propose an automatic signature generation method, so called SigBox, for fine-grained traffic 
identification. Using a modified sequence pattern algorithm, this system extracts three types of signatures: content, 
packet, and flow signature. A flow signature, the final result of this system, consists of a series of packet signatures, 
and a packet signature consists of a series of content signatures. A content signature is defined as a distinguishable 
and unique substring of the packet payload. By using the modified sequence pattern algorithm, we can improve 
the system performance in terms of automation and robustness. In addition, the proposed method can generate an 
elaborated signature for fine-grained traffic identification by using flow-level features beyond those of the packet 
level. In order to verify the feasibility of our proposed system, we present the results of experiments based on ten 
popular applications according to three defined metrics: redundancy, coverage, and accuracy. In addition, we show 
the quality of the generated signatures as compared to those produced by existing methods. 
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1 Introduction 

As high-speed Internet services have become more widespread and Internet-based applications have become 
more diverse, network management has become an increasingly important and essential process in network 
operations. The primary objective of network management is to maximize the use of network resources and to 
protect network devices from any external or internal threats. In order to achieve this goal, network operators 
establish appropriate network policies and apply them to the target network in a timely fashion. To establish the 
appropriate network policies, traffic identification must be performed before the operator applies the policy to the 
target network, because the policies that block/adjust the target traffic are based on the identification results [1-5].  

Traffic identification is defined as the act of ascertaining which application or service is contributing to the 
network traffic by using a signature, which is a distinguishable unique pattern representing a particular 
application’s traffic. Based on the traffic signatures, network traffic is named according to its corresponding 
application. The signature generation phase is the most important first step in traffic identification, because the 
accuracy of the entire process depends on that signature. The identification results are also utilized in numerous 
areas of network management, including traffic engineering, network planning, QoS planning, and Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) management. 



In general, signature inspectors, such as network administrators or security experts, manually analyze the 
traffic of the target application to extract the unique pattern of the target application in order to generate a traffic 
signature. However, this primitive method requires difficulties especially in protocol semantic analysis and deep 
packet inspection whereas processes are time-consuming. Therefore, the quality of the signature could vary 
depending on the proficiency of the inspectors. In addition, these manual and laborious processes face challenges, 
given the continual appearance of new applications and their frequent updates [6-8].  

These circumstances have led to several automatic signature generation methods being proposed [6-17]. 
However, we question whether these methods are actually automatic methods or otherwise because they require 
additional pre-/post-processing necessitating the intervention of operators. The pre-processing includes ordering 
and grouping input traffic data and the post-processing includes selecting of the final signature from several 
candidates. To find the appropriate grouping, ordering, and threshold values, existing methods must perform a 
repetitive generation process in which the input order and various types of threshold values are changed. This 
limitation raises challenges for generating signatures automatically in a real network environment. 

To overcome the limitations of the previous methods, we propose a new method for generating signatures 
automatically. This method does not need any pre-processing for calibrating the order of the input data, 
predefining of configurable threshold values, or understanding of the protocol sematic analysis. In our method, 
we use a modified sequence pattern algorithm [18, 19], which is widely used in genetic engineering [20], to find 
sequences that represent the target application. By virtue of the nature of this algorithm, we can extract all the 
possible sequences observed in the input hosts’ traffic. The modified sequence pattern algorithm extracts 
candidate sequences and measures a candidate’s support value, that is, the ratio of hosts having the sequence to 
the total hosts, by increasing the length of the sequence from length 1. Increasing the length of the sequence, it 
eliminates insufficient candidate sequences under a predefined support value 1, which means that only candidate 
sequences observed in all hosts’ traffic are accepted, in the early stage. Therefore, this algorithm can find all the 
possible sequences observed in all hosts’ traffic.  

This system, SigBox, generates three types of signatures automatically: content, packet, and flow signatures. 
The goal of this system is to “extract the signatures automatically” that were used in traffic identification by 
methods such as DPI. The term “Automatically” as defined here, refers to automatic extraction of three types of 
signatures (content, packet, and flow signatures) from traffic data without human intervention when a user 
manually enters particular traffic data in the system. As the previous methods manually extracted signatures, some 
problems were discovered, so in this paper we are trying to solve such problems and improve the quality of 
extracted signatures. Also, differently from previous methods, instead of simply comparing two strings in finding 
a common string, all of the existing strings are compared at once without pre- or post-processing. Therefore, 
compared to previous methods the proposed method is both fast and accurate in signature extraction.  

The content and packet signatures are intermediate results, and the flow signature is the final result. The flow 
signature consists of a series of packet signatures, and the packet signature consists of a series of content signatures. 
The content signature is defined as a distinguishable and unique substring of the payload consisting of continuous 
characters or hexadecimal values. In the generation process of all types of signatures, we apply the same sequence 
pattern algorithm. The only difference between the three types of signatures is the definition of the item that 
comprises the sequence. When this method generates a content signature, the item is a character or hexadecimal 
value of the packet payload. The content signature is considered an item when generating a packet signature. 
Finally, we consider the packet signature to be an item when generating a flow signature. By using the modified 
sequence pattern algorithm, we can improve system performance in terms of automation and robustness. In 
addition, this system can generate elaborated signatures for fine-grained traffic identification by using flow-level 
features beyond the packet level. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the existing automatic signature 



generation methods and describe the sequence pattern algorithm. We propose SigBox, an automatic signature 
generation method using the sequence pattern algorithm, in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the evaluation of 
the effectiveness of the proposed method by testing it on ten popular applications. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
this paper. 

 

2 Related Work 
In this section, we introduce the existing automatic signature generation methods. We also provide the 

definition, history, and utilization of the original sequence pattern algorithm. 

2.1 Existing automatic signature generation methods 
A number of methods have been proposed to address the need for automatic signature generation. In this 

section, we categorize existing methods in terms of purpose and type of signature and evaluate some methods that 
have a similar approach to our proposed method under three metrics.  

2.1.1 Categories of automatic signature generation 
Existing automatic signature generation methods are categorized in terms of their purpose and signature type. 

From a purpose perspective, the methods are divided into two categories: worm and application signatures. 
Methods for generating worm signatures involve binary classification to distinguish between normal and abnormal 
traffic [9-13]. Autograph [10] is a method that generates a worm signature by selecting TCP suspicious flows. 
First, it reassembles the packet payload, making it a single contiguous block according to a content-based payload 
partitioning technique. After the payload-partitioning phase, Autograph measures the frequency of the substrings 
and proposes the most frequent ones as candidate signatures. Finally, Autograph discards unsatisfactory 
candidates using a predefined blacklist. In contrast, methods for generating application signatures are multi-
classification methods to identify traffic according to each application [4, 6, 7, 14-16]. Choi et al. [16] proposed 
an automatic signature generation method that can identify the mobile application. They divided the traffic into 
HTTP and non-HTTP. In the case of HTTP traffic, their method generates signatures using the Host and User-
agent fields of the traffic, while in the case of non-HTTP traffic, it applies the longest common subsequence (LCS) 
algorithm to extract a common substring as a signature. 

Another means of categorizing existing automatic signature generation methods is to divide them by signature 
type. There are model-based and string-based signatures. The model-based signature is usually utilized in machine 
learning methods [15, 17]. ACAS [17] applies three machine learning algorithms to automatically generate a 
signature, in the form of a model, for a range of applications. This method uses the first N bytes of the payload 
for training based on several machine-learning algorithms. The model-based signature generated by the method 
is used for classifying application traffic. In contrast, the string-based signature is used to describe the pattern of 
the packet payload [6, 7, 9-14]. Shingh et al. [9] proposed a method for generating a string-based signatures using 
overlapping fixed-length content blocks. By sifting through network traffic for content strings that are both 
frequently repeated and widely dispersed, their method could automatically identify new worms and their precise 
signature. The SigBox method proposed in this paper is categorized as a method for generating an application 
signature in a string-based form. 



2.1.2 Evaluation of automatic signature generation method 
In order to evaluate existing methods, we define three metrics: automation, robustness, and elaboration. Table 

1 shows an explanation of the three metrics. 
Table 1. Metric for evaluating automatic signature generation method 

Metric Explanation 
Automation  Is pre-processing required to calibrate configurable threshold value? 

 Is post-processing required to determine the final result? 
Robustness  Does consistent quality of signature remain regardless of the configuration? 

 Are the same results from the same input traffic ensured? 
Elaboration  Are various features used to represent the unique pattern of the target application? 

 Is the complicated behavior of the target application reflected? 
 
In order to evaluate the automation degree, we examined whether it requires pre-processing to calibrate a 

configurable threshold value or post-processing to determine the final result. We changed the configuration 
threshold values and checked whether the quality of the results of the method is consistent, regardless of the 
configuration, to evaluate the robustness of the method. Finally, we checked whether the features used to reflect 
the complicated behavior of the target application in terms of elaboration. We chose two methods, LASER [6] 
and Autosig [7], which are approaches similar to our method, SigBox. According to the metrics listed above, we 
evaluated these two methods. 

Table 2. Evaluation of LASER and Autosig 
Method Metric Evaluation 

LASER 
Automation  Requires pre-processing for input traffic grouping 

 Requires post-processing for determining final signature 
Robustness  The quality of the signature varies according to grouping 

 The results vary according to the order of the input traffic 
Elaboration  Focuses only on packet-level features, such as packet payload 

Autosig 
Automation  Requires several prior experiments for calibrating threshold values 
Robustness  The quality of the signature varies according to the threshold 
Elaboration  Focuses only on packet-level features, such as packet payload 

 
LASER [6] automatically generates an application signature, in the form of a sequence of substrings, in the 

payload of a packet by using a modified version of the longest common subsequence (LCS) algorithm. The inputs 
of this algorithm are two distinct byte streams of packet payloads that belong to two flows. In order to improve 
the system’s performance in terms of execution time and accuracy, this method considers only the first N packets 
of a flow and groups these packets by their size, since large packets are not likely to carry the same kind of 
information as small ones. Finally, the method compares two inputs to obtain the longest common subsequence 
between them, and then compares it with other subsequences iteratively to refine it.  

Table 2 shows an evaluation of LASER in terms of the three metrics. In terms of the automation metric, this 
method requires pre-processing for grouping input traffic and determining the N value. In addition, it requires 
post-processing for determining the final result because of the nature of the LCS algorithm. The final result of the 
LCS algorithm is the length of the longest common subsequence, and therefore, this method requires an additional 
phase to determine the final result from several candidates. For example, the LCS of “ABC” and “ACB” is both 



“AB” and “AC.” Therefore, it is necessary to select a final result from these candidates. In terms of the robustness 
metric, LASER extracts the longest common subsequence from only two designated sequences selected from all 
input sequences. Hence, the order of the input sequence affects the quality of the signature. Finally, LASER 
focuses only on packet-level features, such as the packet payload. Therefore, this method cannot reflect the 
complicated behaviors of certain applications. 

Autosig [7] also generates an application signature automatically, which extracts multiple common substring 
sequences from input flows as the application signature. First, it divides the payload of a set of flows into short 
substrings called shingles. After extracting all the relevant, common shingles, Autosig merges them whether they 
are neighbors or overlapping. Next, a substring tree is constructed to create all the possible combinations of 
substrings. These combinations are considered as signatures.  

Table 2 shows an evaluation of Autosig in terms of the three metrics. Although this method can generate a 
signature automatically without determining the order of the input traffic, several thresholds must be determined 
by performing a repetitive prior experiment. From this viewpoint, the automation level is low. In terms of 
robustness, the configurable threshold values affect the quality of the signature. The final result of the method 
could vary according to the configuration. Finally, Autosig, like LASER, focuses only on packet-level features, 
such as packet payload. Therefore, this method cannot reflect the complicated behaviors of certain applications. 

In contrast to LASER and Autosig, the performance of the SigBox method proposed in this paper is good in 
terms of the three metrics. SigBox does not need any prior experiment for calibrating threshold values. The 
original sequence pattern algorithm, the primary element of SigBox, needs the minimum support value as a 
threshold; however, we modify this phase. We consider the minimum support to be the number of hosts. Thus, 
we extract a common subsequence observed in all input hosts’ traffic without any threshold values. In terms of 
robustness, this method always generates the same signature set from the same input traffic, regardless of the 
order of input. Finally, SigBox uses not only packet-level features in the content and packet signature, but also 
flow-level features in the flow signature. Therefore, we can generate a elaborated signature reflecting the 
complicated behaviors of certain applications. 

2.2 Sequence pattern algorithm 
A sequence pattern algorithm was first introduced in [18]. This algorithm, a type of data mining technique, 

detects time-series patterns in a database containing sequences of values or events. This technique very closely 
resembles association rule mining [21], in that both are similar processes for discovering frequent patterns in large 
datasets; however, the objective of association rule mining is to extract concurrent patterns from the same 
transaction, while that of a sequence pattern algorithm is to extract patterns with a certain order from different 
transactions [22]. 

The support threshold is very important for this algorithm. The measure is the ratio of sequences having the 
target subsequence to the total sequences. A minimum support predefined by the operator is used, because the 
number of possible subsequences is very large, and operators have different interests and purposes. Thus, we have 
to prune out uninterested patterns using the minimum support during the early stage. 

Several sequence pattern algorithms have been proposed over the last few years. AprioriAll [18] is based on 
the Apriori property that any subsequence of a frequently occurring sequence is frequent. This method generates 
candidate sequences and checks the support value of each candidate to determine frequently occurring sequences. 
PrefixSpan [23] examines the prefix subsequences and projects their corresponding postfix subsequences into 
databases. This method does not need a candidate generation phase, but only that the postfix subsequences are 
recursively projected into the database according to the prefix. SPADE [24] is a method for determining frequent 
sequences using efficient lattice search techniques and simple joins. This method uses combinatorial properties to 



decompose the original problem into smaller sub-problems, which can be independently solved in the main 
memory. MEMISP [25] requires only one pass over the database, or at most two passes for a very large database, 
and avoids the need to generate candidates and project an intermediate database as well. SPIRIT [26] is a method 
that uses mining user-specified sequential patterns with regular expression constraints. In order to reduce the 
system overhead, this method eliminates uninterested and potentially useless patterns in early stage. 

Currently, the sequence pattern algorithm is utilized in various domains. This algorithm can be used to analyze 
DNA sequences of two different organisms [20, 27]. In addition, it is applied in various application fields, such 
as geographic patterns [28], marketing [29-31], and telecommunications [32, 33]. The basic idea of this algorithm 
is similar to signature generation, which finds commonly observed substrings in input traffic. Thus, we modify 
the sequence pattern algorithm such that it is suitable for signature generation.  

3 SigBox: Automatic Signature Generation Method 
SigBox is an automatic signature generation method for fine-grained traffic identification. This method does 

not require protocol semantic analysis or configurable threshold values to achieve complete automatic generation. 
In addition, it uses both packet-level and flow-level features to generate elaborated signatures capable of fine-
grained identification. 

 

 
Figure 1. Abstraction of SigBox process 

Figure 1 shows the position of SigBox in the traffic identification process. In order to identify traffic, the traffic 
identifier located between the Internet and the target network inspects all traffic in real time. Typical identifiers 
are Snort [34] and Bro [35]. For this purpose, signatures should be loaded in the identifier in advance. The 
signature generation is operated in the offline mode. SigBox is deployed in this process. After determining the 
target application, the traffic of the application is collected from several different hosts, and then, the collected 
traffic set is input to SigBox without any configurable threshold values. SigBox outputs signatures as the result. 
The resulting signature set is loaded in the traffic identifier. 

In the following sections, further details are provided. First, we define the three types of signatures: content, 
packet, and flow signature. Second, we explain the modified sequence pattern algorithm that is a core element of 

Internet

TargetNetwork
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our method. Finally, we present an explanation of the overall process, and then, we give details of each module 
of SigBox. 

3.1 Signature definition 
In SigBox, we compartmentalize the signature as three types: content, packet, and flow signature. The content 

signature is defined as a unique substring, continuous characters of hexadecimal values, in a packet payload 
representing particular application traffic. The packet signature is defined as a sequence of content signatures in 
a packet. The flow signature, the final result of SigBox, is defined as a sequence of packet signatures in a flow. 
These three types of signatures have the relation of inclusion. Thus, a flow signature consists of packet signatures, 
and a packet signature consists of content signatures. 

 

 

Figure 2. Example traffic toward application server 
Figure 2 shows example traffic toward a certain server farm from two different hosts when they start using the 

Internet application. Usually, Internet application provides their service via a server farm to reduce the system 
overhead. Two different hosts, BOB and ALICE, communicate with certain application servers located in the 
server farm. The rectangle located between the server and host represents a packet payload, and we suppose that 
all packets of a host are engaged in a single flow. As shown in Figure 2, there is a unique sequence of substrings, 
marked in bold, in a flow when different hosts communicate with an application server. We extract this pattern as 
a signature.  
  



Table 3. Signature example 
Signature 

type 
Num. of 

signature Example 

Content 
signature 

(intermediate) 
6 

tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “USER”; offset: 0; depth: 4;); 
tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “ACCESS”; offset: 9; depth: 8;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “AUTH”; offset: 0; depth: 4;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “OK”; offset: 9; depth: 5; 
tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “PASS”; offset: 3; depth: 6;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “LOGIN”; offset: 0; depth: 5;); 

Packet 
signature 

(intermediate) 
4 

tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “USER”; offset: 0; depth: 4; 
content: “ACCESS”; offset: 9; depth: 8;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “AUTH”; offset: 0; depth: 4; 
content: “OK”; offset: 9; depth: 4); 
tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “PASS”; offset: 3; depth: 6;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “LOGIN”; offset: 0; depth: 5; 
content: “OK”; offset: 10; depth: 4;); 

Flow 
signature 

(final) 
1 

tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “USER”; offset: 0; depth: 4; 
content: “ACCESS”; offset: 9; depth: 8; flowbits: set, mark-1;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “AUTH”; offset: 0; depth: 4; 
content: “OK”; offset: 9; depth: 4; flowbits: isset, mark-1; flow bits: set, mark-2;); 
tcp any any → d.d.d.0/24 80 (label: “TEST”; content: “PASS”; offset: 3; depth: 6; 
flowbits: isset, mark-2; flowbits: set, mark-3;); 
tcp d.d.d.0/24 80 → any any (label: “TEST”; content: “LOGIN”; offset: 0; depth: 5; 
content: “OK”; offset: 10; depth: 4; flowbits: isset, mark-3;); 

 
Table 3 shows sample signatures based on the traffic example shown in Figure 2. In order to support intuitive 

understanding, we borrow the description of Snort [34], which is widely used in network intrusion systems. The 
content and packet signatures are the intermediate results of SigBox, and the flow signature is its final result. The 
content signature consists of a single content. The packet signature consists of sequence of the content signatures. 
Finally, the flow signature consists of individual packet signatures. Therefore, the number of signatures decreases 
from the content to the flow signature. Using a flowbits keyword, the flow signature allows a conjunction with 
each packet signature. For example, the second signature of the flow signature is activated only if the flowbits 
mark-1 is set in advance. Therefore, the last signature of the flow signature is activated when all prior packet 
signatures are activated in consecutive order. Each packet signature in the flow signature represents a pattern of a 
single packet consisting of content signatures. For example, the first signature of the packet signature example 
identifies a certain packet as “TEST” application if the packet has a sequence of content signatures such as “USER” 
and “ACCESS” with designated positional information and toward one of d.d.d.0/24 server farm using tcp/80 port. 

Table 4. Signature components 
Component Explanation 

Header 

L4Prot OSI layer-4 protocol such as TCP, UDP, or ICMP 
srcIP Source IP address using CIDR 

srcPort Source port number 
dstIP Destination IP address using CIDR 

dstPort Destination port number 

Body 

Label Target application name 
Content Continuous bytes, include printable and non-printable character 
Offset Start offset from which to search the content within a packet 
Depth Range to search the content from a given offset 

Flowbits Conjunction with prior or later signature 



 
Table 4 shows a detailed explanation of the signature components. A signature is composed of a header and a 

body to distinguish one target application from another. The header is a packet header engaged in the inspection. 
If it is impossible to specify the header component, we write “any.” The body consists of a label and a sequence 
of contents. Each content has a range of inspection, such as offset and depth. In the case of the flow signature, we 
use a flowbits keyword to indicate the conjunction with a prior or later packet signature. 

3.2 Sequence pattern algorithm for SigBox 
In this section, we describe the modified sequence pattern algorithm. The original algorithm targeted purchase 

history data of a market to find sequential purchase patterns [18]. In order to suit our purpose, which is to find 
common subsequences in traffic, we modified this algorithm in the sequence and support aspects.  

The ultimate aim of the sequence pattern algorithm is to find frequent subsequences in a set of input sequences. 
When extracting the three types of signature mentioned above, the algorithm applied is exactly same, and only 
the input sequences and composed item are different. 

= , ,  … ,                          (1) 
= ℎ , 〈 … 〉                           (2) 

Equations 1 and 2 show a set of sequences, which is one of the inputs for the sequence pattern algorithm. S, 
an element of SequenceSet, consists of host id, a series of items. The item is varied depending on the type of 
signature. In the case of extracting the content signature, the content sequence is the payload of the packet. 
Therefore, the item of the sequence is a one byte character or hexadecimal value of the packet payload. In the case 
of extracting a packet signature, the packet sequence is a series of content signatures located in the same packet 
payload. Therefore, the item of the packet sequence is an individual content signature. In the case of extracting a 
flow signature, the flow sequence is a series of packet signatures located in the same flow. Therefore, the item of 
the flow sequence is an individual packet signature. 

=    
                          (3) 

The usage of support, one of this algorithm’s inputs, is to maximizes its performance. Thus, when increasing 
the length of a subsequence candidate, this algorithm eliminates certain candidates having an unsatisfied minimum 
support value in the early stage. Therefore, we can improve execution time and memory usage. However, SigBox 
does not use the original definition of support, which is the ratio of the number of sequences, including the target 
candidate subsequence, to the total number of sequences. Because the purpose of our method is to extract a 
subsequence contained in traffic generated by all hosts when they use a target application, we modify the definition 
of support and the calculation method, as shown in Equation 3. We redefine the support as the ratio of the number 
of hosts having sequences that contain the subsequence to the total number of hosts, to find the subsequences 
contained in the traffic generated by all the hosts. A sequence contains the host id as an element in order to 
calculate its support. Therefore, when the support is set as 1, SigBox can extract a subsequence observed in all 
input hosts. 
  



Algorithm 1. Pseudo algorithm for subsequence extraction 

 :  : ,  :  

01:       

02:             

03:           ← ∪ ; 
04:       

05:  

06: ← 2; 
07:  ≠ ∅  

08:            

09:           ← ( , ); 
10:           ( < )  

11:                ← − ; 
12:            

13:       

14:      ← ( ); 
15:      + +; 
16:  

17: ←∪ ; 
18: ( ); 
19:  ; 

 
Algorithm 1 shows the subsequence extraction process. First, we extract length-1 subsequences from all the 

sequences and store them in the length-1 subsequence set,  (Alg. 1, Lines 1-5). From the length-1 subsequences, 
we extract all length-k candidate subsequences by increasing the length until no newer subsequences or candidates 
to be extracted (Alg. 1, Lines: 6-16). This iteration process consists of two parts. First, we eliminate candidates 
that do not satisfy the minimum support (1.0) after obtaining the support value from the calculation function 
described in Algorithm 2 (Alg. 1, Lines 8-13). Second, we extract length-k candidates by using length-(k-1) 
candidates, as described in Algorithm 3 (Alg. 1, Lines 14). As a final step, the relation of inclusion between 
subsequences is checked; if the relation is found, the included subsequences are deleted (Alg. 1, Line 18). 
  



Algorithm 2. Pseudo algorithm for support calculation 
 :  : ,  :  

01:       

02:      ℎ ← ℎ ∪ . ℎ ; 
03:       = 1  . , , , …   

04:           ← ,  ← 1; 
05:           . == .   

06:                + +, + +; 
07:            

08:           == . , , , …   

09:                ℎ ← ℎ ∪ . ℎ ; 
10:                ; 
11:            

12:       

13:  

14:  ℎ / ℎ ; 
 
Algorithm 2 shows the calculation method of the support of subsequences. This algorithm receives a 

subsequence and a set of sequences and outputs the support of the subsequence. First, the host ids of all the 
sequences are stored (Alg. 2, Line 2). Next, the algorithm checks whether the subsequence is included in a 
sequence, for all sequences in the input set. If a sequence includes the subsequence, it stores the corresponding 
host id (Alg. 2, Lines 3-12). Finally, this algorithm returns the support value, calculated by dividing the number 
of support hosts by the number of total hosts (Alg. 2, Line 14). In this algorithm, we use the naïve pattern-matching 
algorithm to help provide an intuitional explanation of our algorithm. In the implementation of our system, we 
used advanced matching algorithms, such as Rabin-Karp [36] and Boyer-Moore [37]. Thus, there is room to 
improve the performance of our system. 

Algorithm 3. Pseudo algorithm for candidate extraction 
 :  :  :  

01:       

02:            

03:           ( − 1) == 1   

04:                ← ∪ . . ; 
05:            

06:            (( . == . )&&( . == . )&& … 

08:                           ( . == . ))  

07:                ← ∪ . , , , … . ; 
08:            

09:       

10:  

11:  ; 
 
 



Algorithm 3 shows the extraction of the candidate subsequence. The length-(k-1) subsequence set, provided 
as input data, is utilized in order to extract the length-k subsequence set, . All possible pairs of  are 
compared (Alg. 3, Lines 1-10). If k-1, the length of the input subsequence, is 1, we simply combine two 
subsequences as a length-2 subsequence (Alg. 3, Lines 3-5); otherwise, we compare two subsequences to discover 
whether these two subsequences have a joinable common element. If one subsequence, excludes its first item, 
then it the same as another subsequence, whereas excluding its last item, means the two length-(k-1) subsequences 
are combined to form a single length-k subsequence (Alg. 3, Line 6-8). For example, length-3 subsequences “USE” 
and “SER” are combined into length-4 subsequence “USER,” because “USE,” excluding the first item “U,” and 
“SER,” excluding the last item “R,” have a common subsequence “SE.” 

 

 

Figure 3. Example of sequence pattern algorithm 
Figure 3 shows an example of the sequence pattern algorithm when extracting a content signature. The box 

located at the top of the figure shows the input set of sequences. Because this example shows the generation of a 
content signature, the item composing the sequence is a one-byte character in a packet payload. The total number 
of sequences is two and the total number of hosts is two. We suppose that Sequences 1 and 2 have different host 
ids. Because a minimum support value of 1.0 is used, we extract the subsequences that are included in all hosts. 
First, we extract the length-1 candidate subsequences from all sequences, and calculate their support. Only 
subsequences satisfying the minimum support value of 1.0 are stored in the length-1 subsequence set, . After 
extracting the length-1 subsequences, we extract all possible length-2 candidate subsequences using the length-1 
subsequences. For example, we extract length-2 subsequence “US,” using the length-1 subsequences “U” and “S.” 
For the length-3 candidate subsequence extraction, we combine two subsequences if they both have a common 
element. For example, the length-3 subsequence “USE” is extracted because “US” and “SE” contain “S” as a 
common element. Thus, we repeat the process of extending the subsequence length until there are no more 
subsequences. Finally, we check the relation of inclusion between the generated subsequences, and then, included 
subsequences are eliminated from the subsequence set. For example, “USER” includes the “USE” subsequence. 



Therefore, we delete the “USE” subsequence from the set of subsequences. Finally, “USER” and “ACCESS,” 
which are highlighted, are extracted as results. 

3.3 System architecture 
SigBox automatically generates signatures for fine-grained traffic identification from target Internet 

application traffic by using the modified sequence pattern algorithm after inputting the traffic of the target 
applications from two or more hosts. This system generates content signatures, then generates packet signatures, 
and finally generates flow signatures. After generating the flow signature, it refines the signature in the header 
and positional information aspect. The system architecture of SigBox consists of three phases according to 
signature type, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. System architecture of SigBox 

In the sequence maker module, traffic is loaded in the form of flows and sequences are constructed for each 
generator. For the content signature generator, this module makes ContentSequences consisting of one byte of 
packet payload. For the packet signature generator, this module makes PacketSequences consisting of content 
signatures located in the same packet. For the flow signature generator, this module makes FlowSequences 
consisting of packet signatures located in the same flow. 

The content signature generator module extracts content signatures from the set of ContentSequences. The 
sequence consists of one byte of characters or hexadecimal values as an item in the packet payload. Therefore, 
this module extracts a series of characters or hexadecimal values observed in all hosts’ traffic as a content signature. 
The packet signature generator module extracts packet signatures from the set of PacketSequences. The sequence 
consists of a series of content signatures located in the same packet. Therefore, this module extracts a series of 
content signatures observed in all hosts’ traffic as a packet signature. The flow signature generator module extracts 
the flow signature from a set of FlowSequences. The sequence consists of a series of packet signatures located in 
the same flow. Therefore, this module extracts a series of packet signatures as a flow signature if it is observed in 
all the hosts’ traffic. 

The signature refiner module sets the header and positional information of the content. This module yields the 
position, such as offset and depth, of content by matching input traffic. In addition, the header information, such 
as the IP address, port number, and L4 protocol, is set. 



3.3.1 Content signature generation 
In order to a generate content signature, this module constructs a set of ContentSequences from input traffic 

and extracts content signatures from the sequences using the sequence pattern algorithm. Finally, it completes a 
content signature by operating the signature refiner. 

= , ℎ , ℎ ,
|ℎ = 4 , , , ,              (4) 

As shown in Equation 4, a packet consists of a packet id, a host id, header, and payload. The header consists 
of the layer-4 protocol, source IP/port, and destination IP/port. The host id denotes the identifier of the host that 
generates the packet. The payload consists of a series of characters or hexadecimal values. 

ContentSequence = sequence , host , 〈I I I … I 〉
| I is one byte character or hexadecimal value               (5) 

After composing a set of packets, the sequence maker reconstitutes a packet as a ContentSequence. The 
ContentSequence consists of a sequence id, a host id, and a series of one byte characters or hexadecimal values as 
shown in Equation 5. All the components of the ContentSequence are inherited from the corresponding packet. 
Table 5 shows an example of ContentSequence set based on Figure 2. 

Table 5. Example of ContentSequence 
   

1 BOB <USER BOB ACCESS> 
2 BOB <AUTH BOB OK> 
3 BOB <1342 PASS BOB> 
4 BOB <FAIL ACCESS> 
5 BOB <1234 PASS BOB> 
6 BOB <LOGIN BOB OK> 
7 ALICE <USER ALICE ACCESS> 
8 ALICE <AUTH ALICE OK> 
9 ALICE <56 PASS ALICE> 

10 ALICE <LOGIN ALICE OK> 
 
After constructing the set of ContentSequences, SigBox extracts the content signatures using the sequence 

pattern algorithm described in Section 3.2. When extracting the content signature, we consider a ContentSequence 
as a sequence and a one byte character as an item. 

Content Signature = signature , 〈I I I … I 〉
| I is one byte character or hexadecimal value             (6) 

Table 6. Example of content signature 
   

1 <USER> 
2 <ACCESS > 
3 <AUTH> 
4 <OK> 
5 <PASS> 
6 <LOGIN > 

 
The content signature consists of a signature id and a series of one byte characters or hexadecimal values as 



shown in Equation 6. Table 6 shows an example of content signature using the example in Figure 2. 

3.3.2 Packet signature generation 
The packet signature generator constructs a set of PacketSequences using the above content signatures, and 

extracts packet signatures from the sequences using the sequence pattern algorithm. 
PacketSequence = sequence , host , 〈I I I … I 〉

| I is content signature                 (7) 
The sequence maker reconstitutes a set of PacketSequences by referring to the packet set and content signature 

set. The PacketSequence consists of a sequence id, a host id, and a series of content signatures as shown in 
Equation 7. 

Table 7. Example of PacketSequence 
   

1 BOB <<USER><ACCESS>> 
2 BOB <<AUTH><OK>> 
3 BOB <<PASS>> 
4 BOB << ACCESS>> 
5 BOB <<PASS>> 
6 BOB <<LOGIN><OK>> 
7 ALICE <<USER><ACCESS>> 
8 ALICE <<AUTH><OK>> 
9 ALICE <<PASS>> 

10 ALICE <<LOGIN><OK>> 
 
Table 7 shows an example of PacketSequences. By referring to the packet and content signature set, this 

module makes a set of PacketSequences. For example, the first sequence “<<USER><ACCESS>>” is composed 
of two content signatures “<USER>” and “<ACCESS>”. 

Packet Signature = signature , 〈I I I … I 〉  
| I is content signature                   (8) 

After constructing the set of PacketSequences, SigBox extracts the packet signatures using the sequence 
pattern algorithm. A packet signature consists of a signature id and a series of content signatures, as shown in 
Equation 8. Table 8 shows an example of packet signatures using Figure 2. 

Table 8. Example of packet signature 
   

1 <<USER><ACCESS>> 
2 <<AUTH><OK>> 
3 <<PASS>> 
4 <<LOGIN><OK>> 

3.3.3 Flow signature generation 
The flow signature generator constructs a set of FlowSequences using the above packet signatures and extracts 

flow signatures from the sequences using the sequence pattern algorithm. 



FlowSequence = sequence , host , 〈I I I … I 〉
| I is packet signature                    (9) 

The sequence maker reconstitutes the set of FlowSequences by referring to the packet set and packet signature 
set. A FlowSequence consists of a sequence id, a host id, and a series of packet signatures as shown in Equation 
9. 

Table 9. Example of FlowSequence 
   

1 BOB <<<USER><ACCESS>><<AUTH><OK>><<PASS>><<ACCESS>><<PASS>><<LOGIN><OK>>> 
2 ALICE <<<USER><ACCESS>><<AUTH><OK>><<PASS>><<LOGIN><OK>>> 

 
Table 9 shows an example of FlowSequences using the example in Figure 2. By referring to the packet set and 

packet signature set, this module makes a set of FlowSequences.  
Flow Signature = signature , 〈I I I … I 〉  

| I is packet signature                     (10) 
After constructing the set of FlowSequences, SigBox extracts the flow signatures using the sequence pattern 

algorithm. The flow signature consists of a signature id and a series of packet signatures as shown in Equation 10. 
Table 10 shows an example of a flow signature using the example in Figure 3. 

Table 10. Example of flow signature 
   

2 <<<USER><ACCESS>><<AUTH><OK>><<PASS>><<LOGIN><OK>>> 

3.3.4 Signature refiner 
The signature refiner module completes the signature by adding the positional information of the content and 

header of each signature. This module sets the content positional information, such as offset and depth. The offset 
information indicates the starting position for searching certain content within a packet payload and the depth 
information indicates how far the searching must continue from the offset location. Thus, we simply search for 
the content from the offset to the offset + depth in the packet payload. First, we initialize the offset value to the 
maximum size (1,500) of the packet payload and the depth value to 0. Next, we inspect all payloads of the input 
packet and obtain the offset and depth. If the payload includes the content, we obtain the starting position as offset 
and the ending as depth. If the position is already assigned, we choose the minimum value between the offset and 
the new offset. In the case of depth, we choose the maximum value. Finally, the offset is outputted as it is, and the 
depth is outputted after subtracting the offset from it.  

In addition, this module sets the header of the signature by grouping packets including the signature. If a 
component of the header is unique, then we use it; else, we set the component to “any.” For example, a set of 
packets containing a certain content has a unique destination port, 80. We use the destination port, 80, for the 
dstPort component of the signature. For the IP address, we attempt to extract a unique value by decreasing the 
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR), for example, from 32 to 24 or from 24 to 16. Thus, we first attempt to 
extract a unique IP address using CIDR 32. If the resulting value is not unique, we try C class using CIDR 24. For 
example, if a certain content originated from two different IP addresses, “z.z.z.1” and “z.z.z.2,” we fail to extract 
a unique value using CIDR 32, and therefore we attempt to use CIDR 24 instead. When we have done this, we 
extract the IP address used in the header as “z.z.z.0/24.” 



 
Figure 5. Example of signature refiner 

Figure 5 shows an example of the signature refiner. In order to set the position of the content “PASS,” this 
module inspects three packets containing the content in their payload. The first and second packets contain the 
content from the fifth to ninth position in their payload, and the third packet contains the content from third to 
seventh position in their payload. Therefore, the offset of the content is 3, which is the minimum value between 5 
and 3. The depth of the content is 6, which is the difference between 3 and 9. Next, this module sets the header of 
the signature. It Inspects the three packets and determines dstPort as 80, because the three packets have the same 
dstPort. However, the srcIP and srcPort are described as “any” because they are different in these packets. Finally, 
the dstIP is calibrated by using CIDR 24. 

4 Evaluation 
In this section, we present the details of the experimental results that validate the feasibility and demonstrate 

the performance of our proposed method. We define three metrics to evaluate signatures generated by the SigBox 
method. Under these metrics, we compared our method with other methods, LASER [6] and Autosig [7]. 

4.1 Traffic trace 
In order to collect the pure traffic (ground truth) of the target application, we deployed a traffic measurement 

agent (TMA) [6] on five selected hosts that were generating the target application traffic, as shown in Figure 6. 
This agent continuously monitors the network interface card (NIC) and records the host’s socket data and process 
information in a log file. Finally, the agent periodically transfers the log to a designated server called a traffic 
measurement server (TMS). Thus, we can obtain the absolute ground truth traffic of the target applications. 



 
Figure 6. Ground-truth traffic collection using TMA 

To achieve an objective experimental analysis, we selected ten popular Internet applications. The application 
types included video streaming, post office protocol, file transfer protocol, file sharing, messenger, game, and 
music streaming. The operation methods included peer-to-peer (P2P), server-client (SC), and encryption. When 
we selected the target applications, we referred to experiments in related studies, because our evaluation included 
a comparison analysis with the related studies, as described in Section 4.5. In addition, we collected two sets of 
traffic using each application, one for signature generation (SG) and the other for traffic identification (TI), on 
five different hosts. Thus, we automatically generated signatures from the SG trace set, and identified the TI trace 
set using the generated signature set. Table 11 shows the list of selected applications with their type, operation 
method, and statistical volume. The top six applications in Table 11 (Afreeca, BitTorrent, POP3, FTP, Fileguri, 
and Skype) were used in related studies. The other four applications were selected because they are currently 
popular in real networks. 
  



Table 11. Selected applications 

Application Type Operation Usage Flows Packets Bytes(K) P2P SC Encryp. 
Afreeca Video streaming ○ ○  SG 1,470 110,667 95,894 

   TI 1,447 117,069 100,741 
BitTorrent File sharing ○   SG 2,503 116,664 98,906 

   TI 2,208 113,604 98,838 
POP3 Post office protocol  ○  SG 600 45,700 34,200 

   TI 600 7,200 600 
FTP File transfer protocol  ○  SG 2,005 41,605 4,798 

   TI 1,851 40,899 4,545 
Fileguri File sharing ○ ○  SG 831 34,713 26,679 

   TI 1,230 26,633 14,744 
Skype Messenger ○ ○ ○ SG 956 23,033 7,254 

   TI 829 19,793 6,370 
KakaoTalk Messenger  ○ ○ SG 282 54,900 76,177 

   TI 451 78,076 107,506 
DiabloIII Game  ○ ○ SG 273 6,924 2,362 

   TI 282 7,030 2,420 
Melon Music streaming  ○  SG 770 76,072 64,482 

   TI 944 115,054 99,926 
Nateon Messenger ○ ○ ○ SG 578 25,094 16,781 

   TI 635 27,181 18,634 
SG: Signature Generation, TI: Traffic Identification 

4.2 Experimental results 
We generated signatures automatically from the SG trace set using SigBox. As previously mentioned, in our 

system we do not configure any threshold values. Although the core algorithm of SigBox is derived from the 
sequence pattern algorithm, which requires minimum support values as a threshold, our system sets the value as 
1.0. This means that the system extracts common patterns as signatures if the patterns are observed in all hosts’ 
input traffic. Table 12 shows the experiment results in terms of execution time and number of signatures. 

In all applications, SigBox generated signatures automatically in about 20 seconds. Because SigBox eliminates 
unsatisfied candidates in the early stage and considers only satisfied candidates when increasing the length of 
candidates, the generation execution time was reduced. Usually, a signature generation process is operated in 
offline mode, and therefore 20 seconds is completely acceptable execution time. However, this method is a method 
based on automatic signature generation. Rather than fast creation of the signatures, the system’s origin goal is 
creation of accurate signatures, regardless of time. The time for creating signatures differs from one another due 
to difference in size of the input traffic data. As the future work we plan to reduce the signatures creation time of 
the system as much as possible, through the application of an optimal sequence pattern algorithm. 

The number of signatures decreases as the type of signature changes from content signature to flow signature. 
As mentioned in Section 3, SigBox generates three types of signature. First, SigBox extracts continuous characters 



from the packet payload. Then, it converts the pattern to a content signature. A sequence of content signatures 
becomes a packet signature. Finally, a sequence of packet signatures becomes a flow signature, which is the final 
result of SigBox. Therefore, the flow signature type has the lowest signature count. In the real network 
environment, the number of signatures affect the overhead of the identification system. The system’s overhead 
increases with the number of signatures. Therefore, using a flow signature can improve the performance of the 
identification system. 

Table 12. Experimental results: execution time and number of signatures 

Application Execution time (sec.) Number of Signatures 
Content Sig. 

generator 
Packet Sig. 
generator 

Flow Sig. 
generator Total Content Sig. Packet Sig. Flow Sig. 

Afreeca 4.76 3.06 1.22 9.04 172 138 15 
BitTorrent 2.89 0.07 0.03 2.99 56 37 16 

POP3 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05 7 7 1 
FTP 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.16 7 7 1 

Fileguri 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.07 90 45 18 
Skype 1.32 0.03 0.01 1.36 40 17 16 

KakaoTalk 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.21 16 10 8 
DiabloIII 0.30 0.05 0.03 0.38 35 28 20 

Melon 1.06 0.24 0.13 1.43 48 31 28 
Nateon 19.82 0.09 0.04 19.95 17 8 18 

 
Table 13 shows sample signatures of target applications generated using SigBox. Afreeca, a video streaming 

application, generates Internet traffic under HTTP and a proprietary protocol. The first signature generated by 
SigBox is extracted from the HTTP traffic. The destination IP described in the signature header is 58.229.158.0/24. 
The CIDR of the destination IP is calibrated by the signature refiner, as described in Section 3.3.4. Thus, two more 
servers located in the 58.229.158.0/24 server farm generate traffic matched with the signature. In the content of 
the signature, some HTTP keywords are included, such as the URI, User-Agent, Host, and Response fields. All 
contents include not only the pattern but also its positional information. The second signature is extracted from 
the proprietary protocol traffic. The last packet signature of the flow signature is “|00 00 00 00|.” One of the related 
systems, LASER, has the same signature. However, using only the signature consisting solely of several “|00|”s 
causes the accuracy of the result to be degraded, because the hexadecimal value “|00|” is usually used for traffic 
padding in a real network. Thus, our flow signature overcomes the uncertainty because we combine it with other 
packet signatures, and even their position. 

BitTorrent, a file sharing application, generates Internet traffic under HTTP and a proprietary protocol. The first 
signature is extracted from the HTTP traffic. Because of the content “BTWebClient,” we realized that the signature 
corresponds to a BitTorrent client. For sharing files with other peers, this application uses a proprietary protocol. 
SigBox generates various signatures, which include the well-known signature of BitTorrent “|13| BitTorrent 
protocol,” presented in related studies. By specifying the position of each signature, we can improve the accuracy 
of the result as compared to other methods. 

POP3 and FTP are used for sending e-mails and files to remote hosts. Because these two protocols use common 
words, such as “USER” and “PASS,” as protocol keywords, the signatures of other methods, extracted from only 
one packet payload, may incorrectly identify other traffic. In other words, the POP3 signature “USER |20|” 
generated by Autosig incorrectly identifies FTP traffic. However, there is a low possibility that our signature will 
yield an incorrect identification, because the flow signature is a combination of packet signatures. 

LASER presents only one signature “Freechal P2P” for Fileguri. This string could be located anywhere, even 
in another application. Therefore, this signature could incorrectly identify the traffic of another application. 
However, the first signature of SigBox includes not only the content but also other contents, such as “GET 
/?p2pmethod=search&keyword=” and “&extension=.” Thus, the signature generated by SigBox can identify 
traffic more accurately. 

Skype is a typical encrypted application for communicating with remote hosts. Its traffic is encrypted using 



SSL/TLS, and therefore, it is known that it is impossible to extract a payload signature. However, when a Skype 
client negotiates with issuers for a certification process, it generates plain text traffic under the SSL/TLS protocol 
in the early stage. Our signatures are extracted from the negotiations process traffic. 

Table 13. Experimental results: signatures 
App. Signature 

Afreeca 

tcp any any → 58.229.158.0/24 80 (label: “AF”; content: “GET /CONFIG/?type=xml”; offset: 0; depth: 21; content: “User-Agent: afreecaplayer”; offset: 32; depth: 25; content: “Host: collector1.afree ca.com”; offset: 59; depth: 28; flowbits: set, AF-1-1;); tcp 58.229.158.0/24 80 → any any (label: “AF”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, AF-1-1;);  tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|02 02 10 27 4E 02 00 00 5C 27 00 00|”; offset: 0; depth: 12; flowbits: set, AF-2-1;); tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|02 02 BE 1B 00 00 00 00 BC 19 00 00|”; offset: 0; depth: 12; flowbits: isset, AF-2-1; flow bits: set, AF-2-2;); tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|02 02 24 CB 00 00 00 00 26 C9 00 00|”; offset: 0; depth: 12; flowbits: isset, AF-2-2; flow bits: set, AF-2-3;); tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|02 02 C1 1B 28 00 00 00 EB 19 00 00|”; offset: 0; depth: 12; flowbits: isset, AF-2-3; flow bits: set, AF-2-4;); tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|CB 04 00 00 00|”; offset: 3; depth: 5; flowbits: isset, AF-2-4; flow bits: set, AF-2-5;); tcp any any → any any (label: “AF”; content: “|00 00 00 00|”; offset: 1; depth: 34; flowbits: isset, AF-2-5); 

BitTorrent 
tcp any any → 67.215.246.204 80 (label: “BT”; content: “GET /onboarding/bittorrent”; offset: 0; depth: 26; content: “Host: bundles.bittorrent.com”; offset: 80; depth: 28; content: “User-Agent: BTWebClient”; offset: 110; depth: 23; flowbits: set, BT-1-1;); tcp 67.215.246.204 80 → any any (label: “BT”; content: “HTTP/1.1 301 Moved Permanently”; offset: 0; depth: 30; flowbits: isset, BT-1-1;);  tcp any any → any any (label: “BT”; content: “|13| BitTorrent protocol”; offset: 0; depth: 20;);  udp any any → any any (label: “BT”; content: “d1:ad2:id20”; offset: 0; depth: 12;); 

POP3 

tcp any 110 → any any (label: “P3”; content: “+OK”; offset: 0; depth: 4; flowbits: set, P3-1-1;); tcp any any → any 110 (label: “P3”; content: “CAPA|0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 6; flowbits: isset, P3-1-1; flow bits: set, P3-1-2;); tcp any 110 → any any (label: “P3”; content: “-ERR Invalid command|0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 22; flowbits: isset, P3-1-2; flow bits: set, P3-1-3;); tcp any any → any 110 (label: “P3”; content: “AUTH |0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 7; flowbits: isset, P3-1-3; flow bits: set, P3-1-4;); tcp any 110 → any any (label: “P3”; content: “-ERR Invalid command|0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 22; flowbits: isset, P3-1-4; flow bits: set, P3-1-5;); tcp any any → any 110 (label: “P3”; content: “USER”; offset: 0; depth: 5; flowbits: isset, P3-1-5; flow bits: set, P3-1-6;); tcp any 110 → any any (label: “P3”; content: “+OK”; offset: 0; depth: 4; flowbits: isset, P3-1-6; flow bits: set, P3-1-7;); tcp any any → any 110 (label: “P3”; content: “PASS”; offset: 0; depth: 5; flowbits: isset, P3-1-7; flow bits: set, P3-1-8;); tcp any 110 → any any (label: “P3”; content: “+OK”; offset: 0; depth: 4; flowbits: isset, P3-1-8;); 

FTP 
tcp any 21 → any any (label: “FT”; content: “220”; offset: 0; depth: 3; flowbits: set, FT-1-1;); tcp any any → any 21 (label: “FT”; content: “USER anonymous|0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 16; flowbits: isset, FT-1-1; flowbits: set, FT-1-2;); tcp any 21 → any any (label: “FT”; content: “331”; offset: 0; depth: 3; content: “password.|0D 0A|”; offset: 22; depth: 50; flowbits: isset, FT-1-2; flowbits: set, FT-1-3;); tcp any any → any 21 (label: “FT”; content: “PASS”; offset: 0; depth: 16; flowbits: isset, FT-1-3; flowbits: set, FT-1-4;); tcp any 21 → any any (label: “FT”; content: “230-|0D 0A|”; offset: 0; depth: 6; flowbits: isset, FT-1-4;); 

Fileguri 

tcp any any → any any (label: “FG”; content: “GET /?p2pmethod=search&keyword=”; offset: 0; depth: 31; content: “&extension=”; offset: 34; depth: 58; content: “Freechal P2P/1.0”; offset: 140; depth: 62; flowbits: set, FG-1-1;); tcp any any → any any (label: “FG”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, FG-1-1;);  tcp any any → any any (label: “FG”; content: “POST /FgDownLog.php”; offset: 0; depth: 19; content: “User-Agent: Fileguri”; offset: 117; depth: 20; content: “Host: kpi.fileguri.com”; offset: 145; depth: 22; flowbits: set, FG-2-1;); tcp any any → any any (label: “FG”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, FG-2-1;);  tcp any any → any any (label: “FG”; content: “sfiltersite.candlemedia.co.kr”; offset: 143; depth: 180;); 

Skype 
tcp any any → 111.221.123.231 80 (label: “SK”; content: “GET /ui/”; offset: 0; depth: 8; content: “User-Agent: Skype|A2 E2| 7.2”; offset: 107; depth: 23; content: “Host: ui.skype.com”; offset: 132; depth: 18; flowbits: set, SK-1-1;); tcp any any → any any (label: “SK”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, SK-1-1;);  tcp any any → any 443 (label: “SK”; content: “api.skype.com”; offset: 111; depth: 234;);  tcp any any → any 443 (label: “SK”; content: “fig.skype.com”; offset: 317; depth: 13;); 

KakaoTalk tcp any any → any 5223 (label: “KT”; content: “|00 01 00 00 05 00 00 00 02 00 00 00|”; offset: 0; depth: 12;);  tcp any 443 → any any (label: “KT”; content: “Thawte SSL CA”; offset: 181; depth: 13; content: “*.kakao.com”; offset: 318; depth: 11;); 

DiabloIII 
tcp any any → 121.254.166.21 80 (label: “DB”; content: “GET /service/d3/alert/ko-kr”; offset: 0; depth: 27; content: “User-Agent: BNET_COMPANY_BNET_PROJECT_BNET_CURRENT_VERSION_FUL L_TOKEN”; offset: 38; depth: 69; content: “Host: kr.launcher.battle.net”; offset: 109; depth: 28; flowbits: set, DB-1-1;); tcp 121.254.166.21 80 → any any (label: “DB”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, DB-1-1;);  tcp any any → 121.254.166.38 443 (label: “DB”; content: “kr.battle.net”; offset: 131; depth: 844; flowbits: set, DB-2-1;); tcp 121.254.166.38 443 → any any (label: “DB”; content: “kr.battle.net”; offset: 962; depth: 13; content: “tw.battle.net”; offset: 977; depth: 13; content: “see.battle.net”; offset: 992; depth: 14; content: “forums.battle.net”; offset: 1008; depth: 17; flowbits: isset, DB-2-1;); 

Melon 
tcp any any → any 9568 (label: “ML”; content: “GET /_music128?”; offset: 0; depth: 15; content: “User-Agent: HttpAsyncTemp1”; offset: 378; depth: 26; content: “Host: ”; offset: 406; depth: 6; content: “:9568”; offset: 422; depth: 10; flowbits: set, ML-1-1;); tcp any 9568 → any any (label: “ML”; content: “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”; offset: 0; depth: 15; flowbits: isset, ML-1-1;);  tcp any any → 211.234.237.25 80 (label: “ML”; content: “GET /static/web/resource/script/w1/0e/7/unsg936jxt.js”; offset: 0; depth: 53; flowbits: set, ML-2-1;); tcp 211.234.237.25 80 → any any (label: “ML”; content: “HTTP/1.1 304 Not Modified”; offset: 0; depth: 25; flowbits: isset, ML-2-1;); 



Nateon 
tcp any any → any 5004 (label: “NO”; content: “NCPT 1 ”; offset: 0; depth: 7; flowbits: set, NO-1-1;); tcp any 5004 → any any (label: “NO”; content: “NCPT 1 ”; offset: 0; depth: 7; flowbits: isset, NO-1-1; flow bits: set, NO-1-2;); tcp any any → any 5004 (label: “NO”; content: “PRVK 2”; offset: 0; depth: 6; flowbits: isset, NO-1-2; flow bits: set, NO-1-3;); tcp any 5004 → any any (label: “NO”; content: “PRVK 2”; offset: 0; depth: 6; flowbits: isset, NO-1-3; flow bits: set, NO-1-4;); tcp any any → any 5004 (label: “NO”; content: “CRPT ”; offset: 0; depth: 5; flowbits: isset, NO-1-4; flow bits: set, NO-1-5;); tcp any 5004 → any any (label: “NO”; content: “CRPT ”; offset: 0; depth: 5; flowbits: isset, NO-1-5;); 

4.3 Evaluation metrics 
To evaluate our signatures generated using SigBox, we applied three metrics, redundancy, coverage, and 

accuracy, as defined below. Recall that we focus only on the performance of signature, and not on the quality of 
identified traffic. 

Redundancy is defined as the traffic overlapped by the signature set of the target application, as shown in 
Equation 11. Redundancy has a value between 0 and 1, where 0 is the best value, which indicates that all the 
signatures of a set identify traffic exclusively. If the redundancy of a certain signature set is close to 1, this indicates 
that the signature set includes unnecessary signatures, which identify overlapped traffic. As the number of 
signatures increases, so does the system’s overhead. Therefore, the redundancy value should remain low. 

Redundancy =         
                (11) 

The second metric is coverage. Coverage is defined as the ratio of the traffic identified by the signature set of 
the target application, as shown in Equation 12. Coverage has a value between 0 and 1, where 1 is the best value, 
which indicates that the signature set identifies the total traffic of the target application. As a low coverage value 
causes false negative detection, we have to increase the coverage of the signature. 

Coverage =      .
    .                (12) 

Accuracy is defined as the ratio of traffic correctly identified by the signature set of the target application, as 
shown in Equation 13. It has a value between 0 and 1, where 1 is the best value, which indicates that the traffic 
identified using the signature set is correct. As low accuracy causes a false positive detection, we have to increase 
the accuracy of the signature. 

Accuracy =      .
               (13) 

4.3.1 Redundancy evaluation 
We measured the redundancy of the signature set using Equation 11. Table 14 shows the number of signatures 

and the redundancy of each signature set. For all applications, the redundancy was under 0.2. This results indicates 
that the possibility of the generated signature set to overlap identification is low. Therefore, the number of 
signatures generated by SigBox is reasonable. For example, the number of signatures of Diablo III is 20, but the 
redundancy value is 0, which means that all signatures of Diablo III exclusively identified target traffic. 

Table 14. Evaluation results: redundancy 
App. Num. of signature Redundancy 

Afreeca 15 0.03 
BitTorrent 16 0.05 

POP3 1 0.00 
FTP 1 0.00 

Fileguri 18 0.13 
Skype 16 0.19 

KakaoTalk 8 0.04 



DiabloIII 20 0.00 
Melon 28 0.06 
Nateon 18 0.02 

4.3.2 Coverage evaluation 
Table 15 shows the evaluation results in terms of coverage. As mentioned above, coverage is defined as the 

ratio of traffic identified by the signature set of the target application, as shown in Equation 12. We measured 
coverage in two different trace sets, SG and TI. Our objective was to verify that the coverage of the signature is 
maintained at a certain level in different trace sets. First, we generated signatures from the SG trace set, and 
identified SG and TI trace sets using the signature set. The results show that all the signature sets had a similar 
level of coverage in both trace sets. Therefore, we can guarantee that SigBox can generate general and robust 
signatures of target application regardless of the particulars of the input data. 

Some signature sets show a low coverage value. For example, the coverage of Skype signature is 25.84% for 
flow, 41.30% for packet, and 58.83% for byte. As mentioned, Skype is operated under the TLS/SSL protocol. 
Although we generated its signatures from negotiation phase traffic, these signatures could not identify data traffic 
that was encrypted by the TLS/SSL protocol. Thus, the Skype signature set covers only the negotiation traffic of 
Skype.  

Also, the coverage of most applications does not reach 100% ratio. The reason is that not all the traffic flows 
contains signatures. These traffic flows could be encrypted flow, multimedia data flow, and so forth. The proposed 
automatic signature generation method can extract only the common string that appears in the input traffic flows. 
So, the proposed method cannot extract signatures which covers all the traffic flows for an applications including 
encrypted flow or data flow. The generation of signatures for encrypted traffic is beyond the scope of this paper. 
But, we set the identification of encrypted traffic on top of our future research topics. 

Table 15. Evaluation result: coverage 

App. Coverage (SG) Coverage (TI) 
Flow Packet Byte Flow Packet Byte 

Afreeca 77.96% 63.53% 61.19% 80.03% 77.48% 74.06% 
BitTorrent 75.95% 67.54% 67.13% 71.92% 76.45% 78.58% 

POP3 100% 100% 100% 66.67% 86.11% 83.33% 
FTP 91.97% 98.47% 98.94% 95.41% 99.12% 99.35% 

Fileguri 40.55% 51.13% 39.67% 36.26% 62.73% 49.91% 
Skype 25.84% 41.30% 58.83% 25.09% 33.57% 48.09% 

KakaoTalk 94.68% 82.18% 85.81% 93.13% 95.51% 96.76% 
DiabloIII 93.41% 97.60% 97.89% 92.91% 96.74% 96.31% 

Melon 91.43% 64.12% 60.41% 82.84% 46.29% 43.27% 
Nateon 54.50% 78.86% 80.02% 50.39% 68.35% 69.51% 

4.3.3 Accuracy evaluation 
Table 16 shows the evaluation results in terms of accuracy. As mentioned above, accuracy is defined as the ratio 

of traffic correctly identified by the signature set of the target application, as shown in Equation 13. We generated 
a signature set from the SG trace set and identified the TI trace set using the signature set. As a result, the accuracy 
of all the signatures, except for Afreeca and Skype, is 100%. This indicates that the quality of the signatures 
generated by SigBox is very reasonable. 

 



Table 16. Evaluation results: accuracy 

App. Accuracy 
Flow Packet Byte 

Afreeca 86.17% 79.38% 78.96% 
BitTorrent 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

POP3 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
FTP 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Fileguri 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Skype 95.18% 99.60% 99.87% 

KakaoTalk 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
DiabloIII 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Melon 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Nateon 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

The accuracy of some signature sets is slightly low. The accuracy of the Afreeca signature is 86.17% for flow, 
79.38% for packet, and 78.96% for byte. In order to analyze the reason for the accuracy degradation, we checked 
the accuracy of each signature for Afreeca. 

tcp any any → any 80 (label: “AF”; content: “GET /”; offset:0; depth:5; content:“image”; offset:5; depth:13;) 
The signature above causes the accuracy degradation of the Afreeca signature set. The signature consists of one 

packet signature. The packet signature consists of two content signatures. This signature was generated from the 
following payloads shown in Table 17. 

Table 17. Afreeca traffic payload 
Afreeca traffic 

GET /images/player/txt_vodtop_s.gif HTTP/1.1|0d||0a|Accept: */*|0d||0a|Accept-Languag 
e: ko-KR|0d||0a|Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate|0d||0a| User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible 
|3b| MSIE 7.0|3b| Windows NT 6.1|3b| WO W64|3b| Trident/7.0|3b| SLCC2|3b| .NET CLR 
2.0.50727|3b| .NET CLR 3.5.3072 9|3b| .NET CLR 3.0.30729|3b| Media Center PC 6.0|3b 
| .NET4.0C |3b| .NET4.0E|3b| InfoPath.3)|0d||0a|Host: www.afreeca.com|0d||0a|Connection: 
Keep-Alive|0d||0a|Cookie: PCID=14301031179927722146235|3b| NO WCOM_RESOLUT 
ION=undefined*undefined|3b| NOWCOM_COLOR=24|0d| |0a||0d||0a| 
GET /svc/image/U03/clix_adcontent/spacer HTTP/1.1|0d||0a|Accept: */*|0d||0a| Referer:ht 
tp://www.afreeca.com/ad/broad_default_AD.htm|0d||0a|Accept-Langu age:ko-KR|0d||0a|A 
ccept-Encoding: gzip, deflate|0d||0a|User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible|3b| MSIE 7.0|3b| 
Windows NT 6.1|3b| WOW64|3b| Trident/7.0|3b| SLCC2|3b| .NET CLR2.0.50727|3b| .NET 
CLR 3.5.30729|3b| .NET CLR 3.0.30 729|3b| Media Center PC6.0|3b|. 
ET.0C|3b|.NET4.0E|3b| InfoPath.3)|0d| |0a|Host: i1.daumcdn.net|0d||0a|Connection:Kee-A 
v|0d||0a||0d||0a| 

 
The highlighted strings in Table 17 are the sources of the signature. Within these payloads, the generated 

signature reflects Afreeca traffic well. However, the signature incorrectly identified traffic of other applications 
because the content described in the signature included common words. 

Table 18. Nateon traffic payload 
Nateon traffic 

GET /plugin/images/ipml/quickLaunch/CID36_RQL3.png HTTP/1.1|0d||0a|User -Agent: 
NateOn/5.1.14.0 (3688)|0d||0a|Host: ipmlimg.nateon.nate.com|0d||0a| Cache-Control: no-
cache|0d||0a|Cookie: UD3=u0d16bc6842ac97e50f6235b11ef 07fb|3b|UA3=MTAwMT 
U3NTYxMDY=|7c||7c||3b| pcid=141870852352994792 |3b|NateMain=isub=Y|7c|2015031 
6|7c|3&HPClose=Y%7C20150317%7C2|3b| L OGIN=saveid=off&iplevel=2|0d||0a||0d||0a| 

 
Table 18 shows the traffic payload of Nateon. The signature of Afreeca incorrectly identified the highlighted 

string in Table 18. In order to prevent this conflict situation, we plan to apply black list filtering technology.  



4.4 Comparison evaluation of signature types 
SigBox outputs three types of signature: content, packet, and flow signature. In this section, we compare the 

performance of each type of signature in terms of redundancy, coverage, and accuracy, and verify the feasibility 
and superior performance of the flow signature as compared to other types of signature. 

Table19 shows the change in the redundancy value over the three signature types. As mentioned, the redundancy 
metric, the value of which is between 0 and 1, represents the ratio of overlapped traffic identified by more than 
two signatures in the same signature set. If a signature set has a high redundancy value, this means that it includes 
unnecessary signatures as its members. Thus, a redundancy value of 0 indicates the best signature set, which 
means that all the signatures of the set exclusively identify traffic. 

 
Table 19. Comparison of signature types: redundancy 

Application Redundancy 
Content Sig. Packet Sig. Flow Sig. 

Afreeca 0.99 0.80 0.21 
BitTorrent 0.16 0.12 0.06 

POP3 0.83 0.83 0.00 
FTP 0.99 0.99 0.00 

Fileguri 0.90 0.38 0.15 
Skype 0.45 0.20 0.17 

KakaoTalk 0.59 0.12 0.02 
DiabloIII 1.00 0.96 0.00 

Melon 0.99 0.94 0.04 
Nateon 1.00 0.95 0.02 

 
From the content to flow signature type, the redundancy of the signature generated by SigBox declined in all 

applications. In particular, the gap between the packet and flow signature type was extremely wide. According to 
the signature count comparison analysis described in Section 4.2, the content and packet signature types include 
more signatures that are unnecessary signatures for identification. As a result, the flow signature type is better 
than other signature types in terms of redundancy. 

Table 20. Comparison of signature types: coverage and accuracy 

Application Coverage Accuracy 
Content Sig. Packet Sig. Flow Sig. Content Sig. Packet Sig. Flow Sig. 

Afreeca 99.03% 98.96% 80.03% 20.70% 24.25% 86.17% 
BitTorrent 84.10% 83.88% 71.92% 15.97% 18.53% 100% 

POP3 100% 100% 66.67% 51.18% 51.18% 100% 
FTP 97.84% 97.84% 95.41% 100% 100% 100% 

Fileguri 99.27% 99.27% 36.26% 22.18% 25.56% 100% 
Skype 30.64% 29.55% 25.09% 9.65% 9.65% 95.18% 

KakaoTalk 96.67% 96.67% 93.13% 21.18% 21.18% 100% 
DiabloIII 97.16% 97.16% 92.91% 27.21% 27.21% 100% 

Melon 100% 100% 82.84% 23.88% 23.88% 100% 
Nateon 97.80% 97.64% 50.39% 20.36% 21.61% 100% 

 
Table 20 shows the change in the coverage and accuracy of the three signature types. In the flow signature type, 

the coverage slightly decreased. The reason for this degradation is that the flow signature type has more constraints 
than other signature types. However, the accuracy of the flow signature type was far superior to that of the other 
signature types. Thus, adding more constraints, the flow signature type could identify traffic correctly in terms of 



fine-grained identification. As a result, the flow signature type, the final result of SigBox, shows the best 
performance of the three signature types. Although coverage degradation occurred, the other two metrics were 
good.  

4.5 Comparison evaluation with other methods 
We compared the performance of SigBox with other methods, LASER and Autosig. We selected six 

applications commonly used in other methods. Table 21 shows the coverage and accuracy comparison. In terms 
of both coverage and accuracy, the signature generated by SigBox showed a better performance than the other 
methods. As mentioned above, our signature uses flow features beyond one packet level. Therefore, SigBox 
generates better signatures than the other methods. 

Unfortunately, some applications are N/A for coverage and accuracy tests because we don’t have both the 
LASER and Autosig system. We referred the experimental result of LASER and Autosig from their papers, so 
N/A means that the paper did not provide the measure of the application. However, we similarly experimented 
applications that were extracted from the LASER and Autosig systems. So as to objectively analyze and compare 
the experimental results, we used not only the extracted traffic but also the separately collected new traffic. 
Therefore, the objective was maintained after the input traffic being tested from all the three methods. 

 
Table 21. Comparison with other methods: coverage and accuracy 

Application Coverage Accuracy 
SigBox LASER Autosig SigBox LASER Autosig 

Afreeca 99.03% 14.24% N/A 86.17% 5.57% N/A 
BitTorrent 84.10% 40.53% 57.97% 100% 100% 29.82% 

POP3 100% N/A 100% 100% N/A 17.69% 
FTP 97.84% 0% 97.78% 100% 0% 59.08% 

Fileguri 99.27% 60.49% N/A 100% 100% N/A 
Skype 30.64% N/A N/A 95.18% N/A N/A 

5. SnorGen: Web site for Snort Rule Generation 
We opened a Web site (http://snorgen.korea.ac.kr/) to announce our results. This Web site provides automatic 

signature generation for users who want to generate their own signature. After a user uploads traffic data, the Web 
site provides them with a signature after a short amount of time. In addition, our experimental results discussed in 
this paper can be found on the Web site. The signatures that are generated are represented in Snort form. Therefore, 
a user can use the signature in their Snort engine directly. 



 
Figure 7. SnorGen Web site (http://snorgen.korea.ac.kr/) 

6 Conclusions and Future work 
We proposed SigBox, which automatically generates a signature based on a sequence pattern algorithm to 

overcome previous limitations in terms of automation, robustness, and elaboration. This system finds unique 
substrings in the input packet payload and uses them to construct a content signature. The sequence of content 
signatures is combined into a packet signature, and the sequence of packet signatures is combined into a flow 
signature. The flow signature is the final result of SigBox. To achieve this, we applied a modified sequence pattern 
algorithm to find a sequence commonly described in the input hosts’ traffic. 

Through experimentation, we validated the performance of SigBox using ten popular applications. The results 
show that SigBox is capable of generating signatures automatically and quickly without any predefined thresholds. 
In all the applications, we generated signature sets of target applications within 20 seconds. In addition, our system 
shows a good performance in terms of redundancy, coverage, and accuracy. The average redundancy of all the 
signature sets was 0.05, which indicates all the signatures of each signature set exclusively identified the target 
traffic. The coverage level was similar in both SG (training) trace and TI (testing) trace, which indicates that the 
signatures generated by SigBox are general and robust. Finally, the average accuracy of all signature sets was 
98.14%, which indicates that the quality of the signatures generated by SigBox was very elaborated. A comparison 
evaluation of signature types showed that the flow signature type performs better in terms of redundancy and 
accuracy, with a slight degradation in coverage. This method even outperformed other methods, LASER and 
Autosig. 

In future work, we plan to develop automatic post-processing techniques that will allow us to select the most 
meaningful signatures from those output by SigBox and to enlarge the range of generation to allow signatures that 
are more elaborated. 
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